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     Optomechanical forces in a cloud of cold atoms under the action of a coherent beam of light lead to self-
structuring in single mirror feedback configurations [1] and optical cavities (see left panel in Fig. 1) [2]. Orbital 
angular momentum (OAM) in the input laser beam can induce rotational dynamics and atomic transport in the 
transverse light-atom structures [3,4]. Here we consider an optical cavity containing a thermal cloud of two-level 
atoms at constant low temperature T where the atomic motion is overdamped by means of optical molasses beams. 
In this regime, the medium dynamics is described by a Smoluchowski equation describing the dipole force and 
spatial diffusion for an atomic density distribution 𝑛(𝒓, 𝑡) where 𝑡 is the time and 𝒓 is in the plane perpendicular 
to the direction of propagation. This equation is coupled to that of an electric field ℇ(𝒓, 𝑡) propagating inside a ring 
cavity under the action of the external pump ℇ0(𝒓) (left panel in Fig. 1).

     We identify parameter regions where the regular transverse patterns of hexagonal shape in both the light inten-
sity and the atomic density are bi-stable with homogeneous states. Here optomechanical cavity solitons corre-
sponding to peaks in both the light intensity and the atomic density are stable solutions of the coupled system [2]. 
When the input laser beam contains OAM, we observe that the optomechanical cavity solitons rotate in the azi-
muthal direction (central panel in Fig. 1) and even spiral down towards the centre of the optical beam if the pump 
contains a radial phase with a convex profile (right panel in Fig. 1). We can then demonstrate controlled atomic 
transport in localised wave-packets corresponding to the rotating and spiralling solitons. 
 

Fig. 1 Left panel: ring cavity configuration of a cloud of cold atoms under the action of an external laser beam blue detuned 
to the atomic resonance. Central panel: a cavity soliton in atomic density rotating around the beam centre in the presence of 
a pump carrying OAM. Right panel: same as the central panel but showing spiral motion of the cavity soliton in the presence 
of a convex profile in the radial phase of the pump. 

     The spiral motion of the cavity solitons towards the beam centre can be used to induce cavity soliton interactions 
leading to possible bound-states, merging and annihilations [5]. Optomechanical cavity solitons in a new phase of 
the system characterised by honeycombs in the light intensity and hexagonal peaks in the atomic density [6] are 
also investigated. Note that transitions from hexagonal to honeycomb intensity patterns do not rely on the vicinity 
of plane-wave optical bi-stability but are related to the transport character of the cold atom nonlinearity. Our mul-
tiple configurations of atomic transport of localised density wave-packets allow the operator to design and control 
new methods for the study of the interaction of cold atoms trapped in optical cavities. 
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Introduction
Thespontaneousemergenceof density ordered (self-structured) statesviaoptomechanical forcesisaprominent featureof cold atomicsystemsdriven far from equilibrium [1]. Transversenonlinear
optical setups displaying light-atom patternsalso enable the observation of rotational dynamicsand atomic transport induced by orbital angular momentum (OAM) [2,3]. In this work, we
theoretically investigate the dynamics and the interactions of rotating and spiralingdissipative optomechanical solitons in a ring cavity and single-feedback mirror (SFM) con gurations.

Optomechanical self-structuring in cold atomic clouds
We consider a thermal cloud of two-level atoms at constant temperature T, where the atomic motion is overdamped, by means of
optical molasses beams. In this regime, the medium dynamics issimply described by theSmoluchowski equation (dipole force
+ spatial di usion) for an atomic density distribution ( , )

The atom-light systems are described in terms of mean eld models for the eld ( , ) coupled to two-level scatterers described
by [3, 4]:

( , ) = [ ( , ) ( , )] + 2 ( , ), = Γ∆
4

where∆ isthe light-atom detuning, Γ thetransition decay rateand thedi usion constant. In the limit ∆ 1, thedensity ( , )
gives rise to a Kerr-like self-focusing optomechanical non-linearity leading to pattern forming instabilities (Self-structuring).

Rotatingand spiralingsolitons(Cavity)
Pumping the system with non zero OAM leads to drifting instabilities, induced by the azimuthal ( = ( , )) phase [3] and
resulting in the formation of rotatingand spiraling light-density solitonsbelow threshold (∆ > 0, 300 K):

Input phase

0( ) = ( ) ( )

where ( ) isa radial pro le,
( ) induces radial drift,
inducesangular drift.

By tuning , ( ), onecan simultaneously control radial and angular motion of thelocalized structures. For example, seecircular
motion ( = 0) vs. inwardsspiralingmotion (obtained with > 0, convex ( ) and = 1).

Soliton interactions(Cavity)
The introduction of a convex phase landscape 0( ) =

( ) ( ) in the input drivessolitons towards the minimum:

This allows the study of soliton-soliton collisions, revealing
short range interactions of the localized structures leading to
local pattern excitations.

Dark self-sustained traps(SFM )
Theoptomechanical nonlinearity displaysastructural phase
transition between hexagonal states + of ( , ). This
allowstheexistenceof dark, blue-detuned solitons. (Seebelow
for 0 = 50, ∆ = 80, 78.3) [5].

where = 0. Such asoliton con guration at largedetuning
(∆ 1) enables the realization of a controllable dark, self-
sustained dipole trap for cold and ultracold atoms.

Optomechanical transport induced by OAM (SFM )
Weperform aset of 1D particle dynamicssimulationsdescribing theformation and angular dynamicsof thedark blue-detuned
feedback soliton in the presence of an OAM carrying pump [5]:

Atomic transport propertiesaredescribed by the
following semiclassical Langevin eqs.:

= 2 , (1)

= Γ∆
4 ( , ) + ( ), (2)

where ( ) ′ ( ′ ) = 2 ′ ( ′ ), =
2 2 (recoil frequency), = and = .

Kinetic parameters match the thermodynamic
limit above ( , ).

Applying a linear phase on the input pump generates angular drift [3]. The initially prepared density peak reaches steady state
motion and non-zero averageangular momentum (masscurrent) of the atomstrapped in the soliton region (highlighted in red).

Future directions
Solitons in the conservative limit (relaxing optical mo-
lasses).

Time-dependent control of soliton orbits via ( , ).

Connection to the concept of quantum droplet.
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